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JAMES CORNER 

Mapping is a fantastic cultural project, creating and building the world as 
much as measuring and describing it. Long affiliated with the planning 
and design of cities, landscapes and buildings, mapping is particularly 
instrumental in the construing and constructing of lived space. In this 
active sense, the function of mapping is less to mirror reality than to 
engender the re-shaping of the worlds in which people live. While there 
are countless examples of authoritarian, simplistic, erroneous and coer
cive acts of mapping, with reductive effects upon both individuals and 
environments, I focus in this essay upon more optimistic revisions of 
mapping practices. I These revisions situate mapping as a collective 
enabling enterprise, a project that both reveals and realizes hidden poten
tial. Hence, in describing the 'agency' of mapping, I do not mean to 
invoke agendas of imperialist technocracy and control but rather to sug
gest ways in which mapping acts may emancipate potentials, enrich expe
riences and diversify worlds. We have been adequately cautioned about 
mapping as a means of projecting power-knowledge, but what about 
mapping as a productive and liberating instrument, a world-enriching 
agent, especially in the design and planning arts? 

As a creative practice, mapping precipitates its most productive effects 
through a finding that is also a founding; its agency lies in neither repro
duction nor imposition but rather in uncovering realities previously 
unseen or unimagined, even across seemingly exhausted grounds. Thus, 
mapping unfolds potential; it re-makes territory over and over again, each 
time with new and diverse consequences. Not all maps accomplish this, 
however; some simply reproduce what is already known. These are more 
'tracings' than maps, delineating patterns but revealing nothing new. In 
describing and advocating more open-ended forms of creativity, philoso
phers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari declare: 'Make a map not a 
tracing!' They continue: 
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What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is entirely oriented toward 
an experimentation in contact with the real. The map does not reproduce an 
unconscious closed in upon itself; it constructs the unconscious. It fosters con
nections between fields, the removal of blockages on bodies without organs, the 
maximum opening of bodies without organs onto a plane of consistency ... The 
map has to do with performance, whereas the tracing always involves an 'alleged 
com petence'. 2 

The distinction here is between mapping as equal to what is ('tracing') 
and mapping as equal to what is and to what is not yet. In other words, the 
unfolding agency of mapping is most effective when its capacity for 
description also sets the conditions for new eidetic and physical worlds to 
emerge. Unlike tracings, which propagate redundancies, mappings dis
cover new worlds within past and present ones; they inaugurate new 
grounds upon the hidden traces of a living context. The capacity to refor
mulate what already exists is the important step. And what already exists 
is more than just the physical attributes of terrain (topography, rivers, 
roads, buildings) but includes also the various hidden forces that underlie 
the workings of a given place. These include natural processes, such as 
wind and sun; historical events and local stories; economic and legislative 
conditions; even political interests, regulatory mechanisms and program
matic structures. Through rendering visible multiple and sometimes dis
parate field conditions, mapping allows for an understanding of terrain 
as only the surface expression of a complex and dynamic imbroglio of 
social and natural processes. In visualizing these interrelationships and 
interactions, mapping itself participates in any future unfoldings. Thus, 
given the increased complexity and contentiousness that surrounds 
landscape and urbanism today, creative advances in mapping promise 
designers and planners greater efficacy in intervening in spatial and 
social processes. Avoiding the failure of universalist approaches toward 
master-planning and the imposition of state-controlled schemes, the 
unfolding agency of mapping may allow designers and planners not only 
to see certain possibilities in the complexity and contradiction of what 
already exists but also to actualize that potential. This instrumental func
tion is particularly important in a world where it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to both imagine and actually to create anything outside of the 
normative. 

THE AGENCY OF MAPPING 

Mappings have agency because of the double-sided characteristic of all 
maps. First, their surfaces are directly analogous to actual ground condi-
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tions; as horizontal planes, they record the surface of the earth as direct 
impressions. As in the casting of shadows, walks and sightings across 
land may be literally projected onto paper through a geometrical gratic
ule of points and lines drawn by ruler and pen. Conversely, one can put 
one's finger on a map and trace out a particular route or itinerary, the map 
projecting a mental image into the spatial imagination. Because of this 
directness, maps are taken to be 'true' and 'objective' measures of the 
world, and are accorded a kind of benign neutrality. By contrast, the other 
side of this analogous characteristic is the inevitable abstractness of 
maps, the result of selection, omission, isolation, distance and codifica
tion. Map devices such as frame, scale, orientation, projection, indexing 
and naming reveal artificial geographies that remain unavailable to 
human eyes. Maps present only one version of the earth's surface, an 
eidetic fiction constructed from factual observation. As both analogue 
and abstraction, then, the surface of the map functions like an operating 
table, a staging ground or a theatre of operations upon which the mapper 
collects, combines, connects, marks, masks, relates and generally explores. 
These surfaces are massive collection, sorting and transfer sites, great 
fields upon which real material conditions are isolated, indexed and 
placed within an assortment of relational structures. 

The analogous-abstract character of the map surface means that it is 
doubly projective: it both captures the projected elements off the ground 
and projects back a variety of effects through use. The strategic use of this 
double function has, of course, a long alliance with the history of map
ping, and not only militaristically (reconnaissances militaires) but also 
ideologically) Surprisingly, however, the strategic, constitutive and inven
tive capacities of mapping are not widely recognized in the urban design 
and planning arts, even though cartography and planning have enjoyed a 
long and mutually influential relationship since the fifteenth century.4 
Throughout the twentieth century, mapping in design and planning has 
been undertaken conventionally as a quantitative and analytical survey of 
existing conditions made prior to the making of a new project. These sur
vey maps are both spatial and statistical, inventorying a range of social, 
economic, ecological and aesthetic conditions. As expertly produced, 
measured representations, such maps are conventionally taken to be 
stable, accurate, indisputable mirrors of reality, providing the logical 
basis for future decision making as well as the means for later projecting a 
designed plan back onto the ground. It is generally assumed that if the 
survey is quantitative, objective and rational, it is also true and neutral, 
thereby helping to legitimize and enact future plans and decisions.5 Thus, 
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mapping typically precedes planning because it is assumed that the map 
will objectively identify and make visible the terms around which a plan
ningproject may then be rationally developed, evaluated and built.6 

What remains overlooked in this sequence, however, is the fact that 
maps are highly artificial and fallible constructions, virtual abstractions 
that possess great force in terms of how people see and act. One of the 
reasons for this oversight derives from a prevalent tendency to view maps 
in terms of what they represent rather than what they do. As with art his
torical analyses of drawings and paintings, considerations of maps as a 
successive series of paradigmatic types and representations overlook the 
durational experiences and effects of mapping. That mappings are 
constructed from a set of internal instruments, codes, techniques and 
conventions, and that the worlds they describe and project derive only 
from those aspects of reality that are susceptible to these techniques, are 
dimensions of mapping still barely understood by the contemporary 
planner. Instead, most designers and planners consider mapping a rather 
unimaginative, analytical practice, at least compared to the presumed 
'inventiveness' of the designing activities that occur after all the relevant 
maps have been made (often with the contents of the maps ignored or for
gotten). An unfortunate consequence of these attitudes is that the various 
techniques and procedures of mapping have not been subjects of inquiry, 
research or criticism. Instead, they have become codified, naturalized and 
taken for granted as institutional conventions. Thus, critical experimen
tation with new and alternative forms of mapping remains largely under
developed if not significantly repressed.? The 'alleged competence' of the 
tracing effectively dominates the exploratory inventiveness integral to 
acts of mapping. 

This indifference towards mapping is particularly puzzling when one 
considers that the very basis upon which projects are imagined and real
ized derives precisely from how maps are made. The conditions around 
which a project develops originate with what is selected and prioritized in 
the map, what is subsequently left aside or ignored, how the chosen mate
rial is schematized, indexed and framed, and how the synthesis of the 
graphic field invokes semantic, symbolic and instrumental content. Thus, 
the various cartographic procedures of selection, schematization and 
synthesis make the map already a project in the making.s This is why 
mapping is never neutral, passive or without consequence; on the con
trary, mapping is perhaps the most formative and creative act of any 
design process, first disclosing and then staging the conditions for the 
emergence of new realities. 

The Agency of Mapping 

In what follows, I discuss mapping as an active agent of cultural inter
vention. Because my interests lie in the various processes and effects of 
mapping, I am less concerned with what mapping means than with what 
it actually does. Thus, I am less interested in maps as finished artifacts 
than I am in mapping as a creative activity. It is in this participatory sense 
that I believe new and speculative techniques of mapping may generate 
new practices of creativity, practices that are expressed not in the inven
tion of novel form but in the productive reformulation of what is already 
given. By showing the world in new ways, unexpected solutions and 
effects may emerge. However, given the importance of representational 
technique in the creative process, it is surprising that whilst there has been 
no shortage of new ideas and theories in design and planning there has 
been so little advancement and invention of those specific tools and tech
niques - including mapping- that are so crucial for the effective construal 
and construction of new worlds.9 

THE EFFICACY OF TECHNIQUE 

A comparison between Mercator's projection of the earth's surface and 
Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxiol1 projection reveals radically different spa
tial and socio-political structures. The same planet, the same places, and 
yet significantly dissimilar relationships are revealed or, more precisely, 
constructed. The Mercator map stretches the surface of the globe with
out excision onto a flat surface, oriented 'upwards' to the north. The com
pass directions are made parallel, leading to gross distortions of land area 
and shape, especially as one moves towards the poles. The northern hemi
sphere dominates, with Greenland more than twice the size of Australia, 
even though the southern island is in fact greater than three times the land 
area of the northetn. Needless to say, this view has well suited the self
image of Europeans and North Americans in an era of Western political 
hegemony. By contrast, Fuller's Dymaxion Airocean World Map of 1943 
cuts the earth into triangular facets that are then unfolded as a flat poly
hedron. Both the north and south poles are presented frontally and 
equally, with little distortion, although the typical viewer is at first likely 
to be disoriented by this unusual, poly-directional arrangement of coun
tries. Only the graphic graticule of latitude and longitude allows the 
reader to comprehend the relative orientation of anyone location.10 

Interestingly, the Dymaxion structure can be unfolded and re-oriented 
in any number of different ways, depending on the thematics of one's 
point of view. The polyhedral geometry provides a remarkably flexible 
and adaptive system wherein different locations and regions can be placed 
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R. Buckminsrer Fuller and Shoji Sadao, Dymaxion Airocean World Map, 1954. 

into significantly different sets of relationship. Precisely where the map is 
cut and folded determines how the parts are seen in relationship to each 
other, each time in radically altered, yet equally true, configurations. 
Potentially at least, each arrangement possesses great efficacy with regard 
to certain socio-political, strategic and imaginative possibilities. 

Unlike the scientific objectivism that guides most modern cartogra
phers, artists have been more conscious of the essentially fictional status 
of maps and the power they possess for construing and constructing 
worlds. II In the same year as Fuller's projection, the Uruguayan artist 
Joaquin Torres-Garda drew the Inverted Map of South America with a 
very distinct'S' at the top of the drawing. This remarkable image reminds 
us of the ways in which habitual conventions (in this case the unques
tioned domination of north on top) condition spatial hierarchies and 
power relations. The convention of orienting the map to the north first 
arose early in the global and economic expansion of Northern Europe 
and in response to practices of navigation. But there are many instances 
of other societies at different times orienting their maps towards one of 
the other cardinal points, or making them circular without top and bot
tom (the Dymaxion map is perhaps one of the few modern instances 
where singular orientation is not a prerequisite). Maps of this sort are still 
legible and 'correct' in their depiction of spatial relationship, but the 
reader must first learn the relevant mapping codes and conventions. 

Another instance of critique and invention of the modern map is 
Waltercio Caldas's japiio, of I972. 12 Here, the artist is mapping a territory 
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that is foreign, or 'unimaginable' for many in the West. Rather than colo
nizing this territory through survey and inventory, typically Western tech
niques of power-knowledge, Caldas simply marks an otherwise empty 
map surface with very small inscriptions and numbers. These are con
tained by a very prominent, classical cartographic frame. There are no 
other outlines, shapes or forms, just small type and a few scribbles. There 
is no scale, no identifiable marks, no graticule of orientation, just a square 
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Joaquin Torres-Garda, Inverted Map 
of South America, 1943 . 

ink frame. In this stark, minimal cartographic field, Caldas presents an 
elusive geography, an open and indeterminate field of figures that returns 
terra incognita to an otherwise excessively mapped planet. The image is 
also a commentary on the cage-like power of the imperializing frame: the 
graphic square surrounds, captures and holds its quarry, but at the same 
time its contents remain foreign, evasive and autonomous. This blank, 
non-figured space raises both anxiety and a certain promise - promise 
because its potential efficacy lies in the emancipation of its contents. The 
autonomous, abstract structure suggests how mystery and desire might 
be returned to a world of places and things that have been otherwise 
excessively classified and structured. In Caldas's image, such places are 
liberated through precisely the same measures that first captured them. 

Whereas certain artists have engaged creatively with cartographic 
techniques, planners and designers have been less ambitious. l } Tech
niques of aerial-oblique and zenithal views - planimetry, ichnography, 
and triangulation - were most developed during the early sixteenth cen
tury, and have since become the primary tools with which cities and land
scapes are analysed, planned and constructed. Quantitative and thematic 
mapping techniques originated with the Enlightenment enthusiasm for 
rational progress and social reform, and these were later complemented 
by various statistical, comparative and 'zoning' techniques during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. I" Some advances in these tech
niques have occurred over the past 30 years with the rise of satellite and 
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remote-sensing capabilities, together with new computer technologies 
such as Geographic Information Systems, but in principle they remain 
unchanged. These techniques remain largely unquestioned, conventional 
devices of inventory, quantitative analysis and legitimization of future 
plans. Issues of selectivity, schematization and synthesis remain generally 
oriented around the same conventions used a hundred years ago. With 
only a handful of exceptions, the relationship of maps to world-making is 
surprisingly under-thought. Th~ limitations of this condition are 
extremely unfortunate; as the late geographer J. B. Harley argues: 

One effect of accelerated technological change - as manifest in digital cartogra
phy and geographical information systems - has been to strengthen its positivist 
assumptions and [to breed] a new arrogance in geography about its supposed 
value as a mode of access to reality. If it is true that new fictions of factual repre
sentation are daily being foisted upon us, then the case for introducing a social 
dimension into modern cartography is especially strong. Maps are too important 
to be left to cartographers alone. lj 

In what follows, I suggest ways in which the social, imaginative and 
critical dimensions of mapping may be re-established in modern cartog
raphy, especially in mapping for urban and landscape planning and 
design. First, I discuss three points of clarification: the map's relationship 
to reality; the changing nature of time-space relations; and an insistence 
on equality of importance amongst mapping actions (techniques), map
ping effects (consequences) and maps themselves. These will underpin my 
outline of a number of alternative mapping practices that play actively 
constitutive roles in forging culture, space and place. 

MAPS AND REALITY 

Jorge Luis Borges's tale of a fully detailed and life-sized map that eventu
ally tore and weathered to shreds across the actual territory it covered is 
frequently quoted in essays on mapping. 16 Not only does the tale beauti
fully capture the cartographic imagination, it goes to the heart of a 
tension between reality and representation, between the territory and the 
map. Equally referenced is Lewis Carroll's tale in Sylvie and Bruno, also 
of a life-sized map, in this case folded, thus preventing it being unfolded 
for practical application. The map was useless, allowing Carroll's charac
ter Mein Herr to conclude, 'so now we use the country itself, as its own 
map, and I assure you it does nearly as well'. In these two fables, not only 
is the map an inferior, secondary representation of territory, but the more 
detailed and life-like the map strives to be, the more redundant or unnec
essary it becomes. Unlike paintings or photographs, which have the 
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capacity to bear a direct resemblance to the things they depict, maps must 
by necessity be abstract if they are to sustain meaning and utility. And 
such abstraction, the bane of untrained map-readers, is not at all a failing 
of maps but rather their virtue. 

Jean Baudrillard reverses Borges's tale to make another point: 

Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being or substance. It is 
the generation by models of a real without origin or reality: a hyper-real. The 
territory no longer precedes the map, nor survives it. Henceforth, it is the map 
that precedes the territory. 17 

Arguably, of course, the map always precedes the territory, in that space 
only becomes territory through acts of bounding and making visible, 
which are primary functions of mapping. But Baudrillard is going one 
step further here, claiming that late twentieth-century communication 
and information technologies have produced such a blurring of what is 
real and what is a representation that the two can no longer be distin
guished. He inverts Borges's fable to proclaim that 'it is the real and not 
the map whose vestiges subsist here and there'. 18 Here, Baudrillard is 
careful to explain that this reversal does not mean that the world is 
scarcely more than a vast simulacrum, but rather that the act of differen
tiating between the real and the representation is no longer meaningful. 

The dissolution of difference between reality and representation can 
also be approached through studies of spatial perception and cognition, 
especially those of child psychologists such as Jean Piaget, Edith Cobb 
and Donald Winnicott. Winnicott, for example, discusses the necessity of 
play for the maturing of psychological selfhood, describing how children 
relate to the external world of things and spaces in extremely fluid and 
labile ways. In discussing the importance of engagement and discovery 
through playing, he describes 'transitional objects' as those that are so 
possessed by the imagination that they are neither fully part of the self 
nor explicitly external. Emphasizing the creativity afforded by play, 
Winnicott argues that the space of play must remain beyond the reach of 
the empiricist question, 'Did you find that (in the world) or did you make 
it up?'19 To distinguish so completely an external, a priori, 'real world' 
from a constructed and participatory one would not only deny imagina
tion but also be incongruent with humankind's innate capacity to struc
ture reciprocal relationships with its surroundings. 

If for Borges and Carroll the territory itself wins out over the map, and 
for Baudrillard the map has come to both precede and construct the terri
tory, Winnicott points to the futility of trying to make any distinction 
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between the two, or indeed to accord primacy to either. And, whereas 
Baudrillard writes about the dissolution of difference with regard to the 
world of contemporary culture and its various systems of production, 
and Winnicott is more concerned with psychological development in rela
tion to the phenomenal world, both authors recognize the conflation of 
cultural invention with found nature. 

Reality, then, as in concepts such as 'landscape' or 'space', is not some
thing external and 'given' for our apprehension; rather it is constituted, 
or 'formed', through our participation with things: material objects, 
images, values, cultural codes, places, cognitive schemata, events and 
maps. As the philosopher of science Jacob Bronowski pointedly observes, 
'there are no appearances to be photographed, no experiences to be 
copied, in which we do not take part. Science, like art, is not a copy of 
nature but a re-creation of her. '1.0 This mediated mode of being is more 
fully described by the philosopher Ernst Cassirer: 

In truth ... what we call the world of our perception is not simple, not given and 
self-evident from the outset, but 'is' only insofar as it has gone through certain 
basic theoretical acts by which it is apprehended and specified . This universal 
relationship is perhaps most evident in the intuitive form of our perceptual 
world, in its spatial form. The relations of 'together,' 'separate,' 'side-by-side,' 
are not just 'given' along with our 'simple' sensations, the sensuous matter that is 
order in space; they are a highly complex, thoroughly mediated product of 
empirical thought. When we attribute a certain size, position, and distance to 
things in space, we are not thereby expressing a simple datum of sensation but are 
situating the sensory data in a relationship and system, which proves ultimately 
to be nothing other than a relationship of pure judgement.21 

The application of judgement, subjectively constituted, is precisely what 
makes a map more a project than a 'mere' empirical description. The still 
widely held assumption that maps are mute, utilitarian tools, of sec
ondary significance to the milieu they represent, and lacking in power, 
agency or effects beyond simple, objective description, is to grossly mis
construe their capacity for shaping reality. Both maps and territories are 
'thoroughly mediated products' and the nature of their exchange is far 
from neutral or uncomplicated. 

I offer this sketch of maps and reality because it charts out what I think 
remains markedly under-thought (or, more precisely, under-practised) in 
current cultural ptojects. The implications of a world derived more ftom 
cultural invention than from a pre-formed 'nature' have barely begun to 
be explored, let alone accepted, at the level of cartographic practice. 
While contemporary scholars have begun to demonstrate how even the 
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most objective descriptions of reality are culturally 'situated', and that 
'nature' is perhaps the most situated yet shifting construction of all, few 
have dared to develop and practise techniques for realizing the potential 
offered by such an emancipated (even playful and promiscuous) world of 
constructions. 

Whereas the architectural and planning arts ought to be leading such 
an exploration, they are still largely entrenched with the tools of thought 
passed down from Enlightenment and modernist paradigms: orthog
raphy, axonometry, perspective, maps as quantitative surveys and in
ventories, and plans as rational, self-contained ideals. Although these 
conventions are closely aligned with procedures of translation and 
construction, they are also technical instruments that enable the utopian 
renovation of huge tracts of urban fabric (stylistic issues notwithstand
ing). Sites are treated either as blank areas (tabulae rasae) or as simple 
geometrical figures to be manipulated from high above. The synoptic 
'master-plan' governs, while mapping, and all its potential for engaging 
and evolving local intricacy, is relegated to the relatively trivial role of 
marking location, inventorying resources and justifying future policies. 

In recent years, however, much greater attention has been paid in the 
landscape and architectural arts to the specificity of site and context. 
Also, there has been a corresponding interest in developing more discreet 
and local modes of intervention as distinct from universal planning. 
Hence the resurgence of interest in mapping by a generation of young 
landscape architects, architects and urban planners. For them, mapping 
refers to more than inventory and geometrical measure, and no presump
tion is made of innocence, neutrality or inertia in its construction. 
Instead, the map is first employed as a means of 'finding' and then 'found
ing' new ptojects, effectively re-working what already exists. Thus, the 
processes of mapping, together with their varied informational and 
semantic scope, are valued for both their revelatory and productive poten
tial. Consequently, concepts of 'site' are shifting from that of simply a 
geometrically defined parcel of land to that of a much larger and more 
active milieu. 

Milieu is a French term that means 'surroundings', 'medium' and 'mid
die'. Milieu has neither beginning nor end, but is surrounded by other 
middles, in a field of connections, relationships, extensions and poten
tials.In this sense, then, a grounded site, locally situated, invokes a host of 
'other' places, including all the maps, drawings, ideas, references, other 
worlds and places that are invoked during the making of a project. 'Site' 
today is a multiplicitous and complex affair, comprising a potentially 
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boundless field of phenomena, some palpable and some imaginary. In 
making visible what is otherwise hidden and inaccessible, maps ptovide a 
working table for identifying and reworking polyvalent conditions; their 
analogous-abstract surfaces enable the accumulation, organization and 
restructuring of the various strata that comprise an ever-emerging milieu. 

These ideas return us to the opening concern of this essay for the role of 
maps within the landscape and architectural imagination. For the land
scape architect and urban planner, maps are sites for the imaging and pro
jecting of alternative worlds. Thus maps are in-between the virtual and 
the real. Here, Winnicott's question, 'Did you find that in the world or did 
you make it up?' denotes an irrelevant distinction. More important is how 
the map permits a kind of excavation (downward) and extension (out
ward) to expose, reveal and construct latent possibilities within a greater 
milieu. The map 'gathers' and 'shows' things presently (and always) invis
ible, things which may appear incongruous or untimely but which may 
also harbour enormous potential for the unfolding of alternative events. 
In this regard, maps have very little to do with representation as depiction. 
After all, maps look nothing like their subject, not only because of their 
vantage point but also because they present all parts at once, with an 
immediacy unavailable to the grounded individual. But more than this, 
the function of maps is not to depict but to enable, to precipitate a set of 
effects in time. Thus, mappings do not represent geographies or ideas; 
rather they effect their actualization. 

Mapping is neither secondary nor representational but doubly opera
tive: digging, finding and exposing on the one hand, and relating, con
necting and structuring on the other. Through visual disclosure, mapping 
both sets up and puts into effect complex sets of relationship that remain 
to be more fully actualized. Thus mapping is not subsequent to but prior 
to landscape and urban formations. In this sense, mapping is returned to 
its origins as a process of exploration, discovery and enablement. This is 
less a case of mapping to assert authority, stability and control, and more 
one of searching, disclosing and engendering new sets of possibility. Like 
a nomadic grazer, the exploratory mapper detours around the obvious so 
as to engage what remains hidden. 

SPACE AND TIME TODAY 

A creative view of mapping in the context of architectural, landscape and 
urban production is rendered all the more relevant by the changing nature 
of spatial and temporal structures in today's world. Events occur with 
such speed and complexity that nothing remains certain. Large numbers 
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live in a world where local economies and cultures are tightly bound into 
global ones, through which effects ripple with enormous velocity and 
consequence. Surrounded by media images and an excess of communica
tion that makes the far seem near and the shocking merely normal, local 
cultures have become fully networked around the world. Air travel and 
other modes of rapid transportation have become so accessible that local
ities can be more closely connected to sites thousands of miles away than 
to their immediate surroundings. Today, structures of community life are 
shifting from spatial stability towards shifting, temporal coordination. 
Public life is now scheduled and allocated more by time than centred 
according to place, while the circulation of capital demands an ever-more 
mobile and migratory workforce. Ten-mile linear cities are built in South
East Asia in a matter of months, seemingly constructed out of nothing 
according to modes of agreement that are neither democratic nor author
itarian, merely expedient. And finally, perhaps, the near-conquest of 
both the Genome and the Universe proclaim the end of earthly limits 
and coherence. Such fantastic play across the world's various surfaces is 
characterized not only by a fertile heterogeneity but also by conceptual 
elements coming loose from their traditional moorings. The boundaries 
between different foundational realities have become so blurred, in fact, 
that it is practically impossible in a cyber-world to distinguish between 
what is information and what is concrete, what is fact and what is fiction, 
what is space and what is time. 

Mapping and contemporary spatial design techniques more generally 
have yet to find adequate ways to engage creatively with the dynamic and 
promiscuous character of time and space today. Most design and plan
ning operations appear somewhat outmoded, overwhelmed or incongru
ent in comparison to the rapidly metabolizing processes of urbanization 
and communication. In celebrating the urban freedoms and pleasures of 
Los Angeles, for example, the urbanist Reyner Banham goes to great 
lengths to explain the complex array of forces that led to the city's devel
opment, with planners and designers playing a distinctly minor role. 22 He 
questions whether or not Los Angeles would be as rich and modern a city 
if planners had exercised more of their authority - a point often made 
about London in comparison to Paris. While not everyone may share 
Banham's enthusiasm for the contemporary metropolis, his point is that 
new and productive forms of socialization and spatial arrangement are 
evolving without the aid, direction or involvement of planners and 
designers. Moreover, Banham suggests that to assume this is a bad and 
negligent thing is to adopt a somewhat na"ive and insular, even elitist, posi-
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tion. This point is also argued by Rem Koolhaas in his discussion of 'the 
generic city', or those identity-less areas that today comprise the bulk of 
the sprawling urban fabric where most people live. In criticizing a con
tinued fascination of architects and planners with the 'old identities' of 
traditional city centres such as Paris or Berlin, Koolhaas argues that there is 
a much more current and urgent urban condition that is being neglected. 
He argues that there might be certain virtues in these generic regions, such 
as their complete lack of memory or tradition that then liberates the 
urban planner from a whole series of conventional obligations, models 
and assumptions. 'The stronger identity, the more it imprisons, the more 
it resists expansion, interpretation, renewal, contradiction,' he writes. 
'The generic city presents the final death of planning. Why? Not because 
it is unplanned ... [but because] planning makes no difference whatso
ever.'2} 

Through such urbanists as Reyner Banham, Edward Soja, David 
Harvey, Rem Koolhaas and Bernard Tschumi, anthropologists such as 
Marc Auge, or philosophers such as Henri Lefebvre or Gilles Deleuze, it is 
becoming clearer to architects and planners that 'space' is more complex 
and dynamic than previous formal models allowed. Ideas about spatiality 
are moving away from physical objects and forms towards the variety of 
territorial, political and psychological social processes that flow through 
space. The interrelationships amongst things in space, as well as the 
effects that are produced through such dynamic interactions, are becom
ing of greater significance for intervening in urban landscapes than the 
solely compositional arrangement of objects and surfaces. 

The experiences of space cannot be separated from the events that 
happen in it; space is situated, contingent and differentiated. It is remade 
continuously every time it is encountered by different people, every time 
it is represented through another medium, every time its surroundings 
change, every time new affiliations are forged. Thus, as David Harvey has 
argued, planners and architects have been barking up the wrong tree in 
believing that new spatial structures alone would yield new patterns of 
socialization. The struggle for designers and planners, Harvey insists, lies 
not with spatial form and aesthetic appearances alone (the city as a thing) 
but with the advancement of more liberating processes and interactions 
in time (urbanization). Multiple processes of urbanization in time are 
what produce 'a distinctive mix of spatialized permanences in relation to 
one another';24 hence the urban project ought to be less about spatial 
determinism and more about reshaping those urbanization processes that 
are 'fundamental to the construction of the things that contain them'. 25 
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Thus, in criticizing the formalism of both the modernist utopia and the 
sentimental, communitarian 'new urbanism', Harvey argues that the 
dynamic multiplicity of urban processes cannot be contained within a 
singular, fixed spatial frame, especially when that frame neither derives 
from, nor itself redirects, those processes moving through it. He writes: 

The issue is not one of gazing into some crystal ball or imposing some classic 
form of utopian scheme in which a dead spatiality is made to rule over history 
and process. The problem is to enlist in the struggle to advance a more socially 
just and emancipatory mix of spatio-temporal production processes rather than 
to acquiesce to those imposed by finance capital, the World Bank and the gener
ally class-bound inequalities internalized within any system of uncontrolled 
capital accumulation!6 

Harvey's point is that projecting new urban and regional futures must 
derive less from a utopia of form and more from a utopia of process - how 
things work, interact and inter-relate in space and time. Thus, the empha
sis shifts from static object-space to the space-time of relational systems. 
And, it is here, in this complex and shifty milieu, that maps, not plans, 
achieve a new instrumental significance. 

MAPPING 

'To plan a city is both to think the very plurality of the real and to make 
that way of thinking effective,' writes the philosopher of the everyday 
Michel de Certeau: 'it is to know how to articulate it and be able to do 
it.'1-7 Mapping is key here for it entails processes of gathering, working, 
reworking, assembling, relating, revealing, sifting and speculating. In 
turn, these activities enable the inclusion of massive amounts of informa
tion that, when articulated, allow certain sets of possibility to become 
actual. In containing multiple modes of spatio-temporal description, 
mapping precipitates fresh insights and enables effective actions to be 
taken. Thus mapping differs from 'planning' in that it entails searching, 
finding and unfolding complex and latent forces in the existing milieu 
rather than imposing a more-or-Iess idealized project from on high. 
Moreover, the synoptic imposition of the 'plan' implies a consumption 
(or extinguishing) of contextual potential, wherein all that is available is 
subsumed into the making of the project. Mapping, by contrast, dis
closes, stages and even adds potential for later acts and events to unfold. 
Whereas the plan leads to an end, the map provides a generative means, a 
suggestive vehicle that 'points' but does not overly determine. 

A particularly important aspect of mapping in this regard is the 
acknowledgement of the maker's own participation and engagement 
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with the cartographic process. In studying the development of spatial 

perception in children, Jean Piaget has written: 

Geometrical intuition is essentially active in character. It consists primarily of 
virtual actions, abridgements or schemata of past, or anticipatory schemata of 
future actions, and if the action itself is inadequate, intuition breaks down!s 

In describing the mental imaging of various relational processes, such as 
cutting, folding, rotating and enlarging, Piaget writes: 

Spatial concepts can only effectively predict these results by becoming active 
themselves, by operating on physical objects, and not simply evoking memory 
images of them. To arrange objects mentally is not merely to imagine a series of 
things already set in order, nor even to imagine the action of arranging them. It 
means arranging the series just as positively and actively as if the action were 
physical!9 

Actions precede conceptions; order is the outcome of the act of order
ing. Thus mapping precedes the map, to the degree that it cannot properly 
anticipate its final form. Robinson and Petchenik claim that 'in mapping, 
one objective is to discover (by seeing) meaningful physical and intellec
tual shape organizations in the milieu, structures that are likely to remain 
hidden until they have been mapped ... plotting out or mapping is a 
method for searching for such meaningful designs')O In other words, 
there are some phenomena that can only achieve visibility through repre
sentation rather than through direct experience. Furthermore, mapping 
engenders new and meaningful relationships amongst otherwise dis
parate parts. The resultant relational structure is not something already 
'out-there', but rather something constructed, bodied forth through the 
act of mapping. As the philosopher Brand Blanshard observes, 'space is 
simply a relation of systematized outsideness, by itself neither sensible 
nor imaginable';31 it is created in the process of mapping. 

MAPPING OPERATIONS 

The operational structure of mapping might be schematized as consisting 
of 'fields', 'extracts' and 'plottings'. The field is the continuous surface, 
the flat-bed, the paper or the table itself, schematically the analogical 
equivalent to the actual ground, albeit flat and scaled. The field is also the 
graphic system within which the extracts will later be organized. The sys
tem includes the frame, orientation, coordinates, scale, units of measure 
and the graphic projection (oblique, zenithal, isometric, anamorphic, 
folded, etc.). The design and set-up of the field is perhaps one of the most 
creative acts in mapping, for as a prior system of organization it will 
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inevitably condition how and what observations are made and presented. 
Enlarging the frame, reducing the scale, shifting the projection or com
bining one system with another are all actions that significantly affect 
what is seen and how these findings are organized. Obviously, a field that 
has multiple frameworks and entryways is likely to be more inclusive than 
a singular, closed system. Also, a field that breaks with convention is more 
likely to precipitate new findings than one that is more habitual and 
routine. And third, a field that is designed to be as non-hierarchical and 
inclusive as possible - more 'neutral' - is likely to bring a greater range of 
conditions into play than a field of restrictive scope. 

Extracts are the things that are then observed within a given milieu and 
drawn onto the graphic field. We call them extracts because they are 
always selected, isolated and pulled-out from their original seamlessness 
with other things; they are effectively 'de-territorialized'. They include 
objects but also other informational data: quantities, velocities, forces, 
trajectories. Once detached they may be studied, manipulated and net
worked with other figures in the field. As described above, different field 
systems will lead to different arrangements of the extracts, revealing 
alternative patterns and possibilities. 

Plotting entails the 'drawing out' of new and latent relationships that 
can be seen amongst the various extracts within the field. There are, of 
course, an infinite number of relationships that can be drawn depending 
upon one's criteria or agenda. Richard Long, for example, who has made 
an art-form of walking, may plot a line upon a map to connect the highest 
to the lowest summit in sequential order, for example, revealing a latent 
structural line across a given terrain. Upon the same map, however, it is 
possible to plot a line that connects all south-facing aspects in sequential 
order from large to small areas, or to find a range of wet conditions that 
can then be set into relationship by plotting a comparative index of water 
characteristics. In addition to geometrical and spatial plotting, taxo
nomic and genealogical procedures of relating, indexing and naming can 
often be extremely productive in revealing latent structures. Such tech
niques may produce insights that have both utility and metaphoricity. In 
either case, plotting entails an active and creative interpretation of the 
map to reveal, construct and engender latent sets of possibility. Plotting 
is not simply the indiscriminate listing and inventorying of conditions, 
as in a tracing, a table or a chart, but rather a strategic and imaginative 
drawing-out of relational structures. To plot is to track, to trace, to set
in-relation, to find and to found. In this sense, plotting produces a 
Ore-territorialization' of sites. 
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Thus we can identify three essential operations in mapping: first, the 
creation of a field, the setting of rules and the establishment of a system; 
second, the extraction, isolation or 'de-territorialization' of parts and 
data; and third, the plotting, the drawing-out, the setting-up of relation
ships, or the 're-territorialization' of the parts. At each stage, choices 
and judgements are made, with the construing and constructing of the 
map alternating between processes of accumulation, disassembly and 
reassembly. By virtue of the map-maker's awareness of the innately 
rhetorical nature of the map's construction as well as of personal author
ship and intent, these operations differ from the mute, empirical docu
mentation of terrain so often assumed by cartographers. 

We may now identify four thematic ways in which new practices of 
mapping are emerging in contemporary design and planning, each pro
ducing certain effects upon perceptions and practices of space. I label 
these techniques 'drift', 'layering', 'game-board' and 'rhizome'. 

Drift 

The Situationists were a European group of artists and activists in the 
1950S and 1960s. They aimed somehow to disrupt any form of what they 
took to be the dominant regime or capitalist power. Drawing from various 
Dadaist practices, and later influencing other conceptual art movements 
such as Fluxus and Performance Art, the Situationists advocated a series 
of works that increased public consciousness and promoted direct action 
and systematic participation in everyday life. They were less interested in 
art objects and stylistic concerns than with the engaging life situations 
and social formationsY 

Guy Debord, a key Situationist theorist, made a series of maps, or 'psy
cho-geographic guides', of Paris. These were made after Debord had 
walked aimlessly around the streets and alleys of the city, turning here and 
there wherever the fancy took him. Recording these wanderings, Debord 
would cut up and reconfigure a standard Paris map as a series of turns and 
detours. The resultant map reflected subjective, street-level desires and 
perceptions rather than a synoptic totality of the city's fabric. More a 
form of cognitive mapping than mimetic description of the cityscape, 
Debord's maps located his own play and representation within the reces
sive nooks and crannies of everyday life. Such activity became known as 
the derive, or the dream-like drift through the city, mapping alternative 
itineraries and subverting dominant readings and authoritarian regimes. 

What is interesting about the derive is the way in which the contingent, 
the ephemeral, the vague, fugitive eventfulness of spatial experience 
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Guy Debord, Discours sur les Passions de ['amour, 1957. 

becomes foregrounded in place of the dominant, ocular gaze. As de 
Certeau writes: 

The ordinary practitioners of the city live 'down below', below the threshold at 
which visibility begins. They walk - an elementary form of this experience of the 
city: they are walkers, Wandersmiinner, whose bodies follow the thicks and thins 
of an urban 'text' they are able to write without being able to read it.H 

The political and moral underpinnings of this view gesture towards the 
valorization of individual participation within a seemingly repressive 
apparatus of state or bureaucratic power. In describing the importance 
of such cognitive mapping in relation to urban space, Frederic Jameson 
writes: 

Disalienation in the traditional city ... involves the practical reconquest of a 
sense of place and the construction or reconstruction of an articulated ensemble 
which can be retained in memory and which the individual subject can map and 
remap along the moments of mobile, alternative trajectories. H 

If mapping had been traditionally assigned to the colonizing agency of 
survey and control, the Situ'ationists were attempting to return the map to 
everyday life and to the unexplored, repressed topographies of the city. In 
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this regard, Fluxus founder George Maciun'as organized a series of 'Free 
Flux Tours' around Manhattan in 1976, which included an 'Aleatoric 
Tour', a 'Subterranean Tour', an 'Exotic Sites' itinerary and an 'All the 
Way Around and Back Again' trip. The art 'object' here was the city itself, 
the map's role to facilitate alternative impressions of and interventions in 
the urban milieu. There are similar instances of such work - Daniel 
Buren's Seven Ballets in Manhattan, or Yoko Ono's urban 'scores', for 
example - but the essential characteristic shared by all these projects is an 
ambition to contest and destabilize any fixed, dominant image of the city 
by incorporating the nomadic, transitive and shifting character of urban 
experience into spatial representation. 35 

Although earth-artist Richard Long shares little of the political and 
strategic agenda of the Situationists, his systematic play with maps and 
landscapes is very much in the same vein as derive. Long works closely 
with maps in planning and then recording his walks.36 Sometimes he will 
simply draw an arrow-straight line across a terrain and embark on the 
mission of walking it in actuality. The line may have a particular unit of 
measure (a mile, sixty minutes or seven days) to which he will adhere, or it 
may assume a geometrical configuration such as a circle, a square or a 
spiral, superimposed upon a variegated terrain. At other times, the line 
might follow a particular topographic condition, tracing the highest to 
the lowest point, following a lake edge or bisecting human boundaries. He 
links together river beds, mountain tops, wind directions, left turns, dead 
ends or any number of other topographic itineraries in an effort both to 
experience the land through what is an 'unusual' walk or journey and 
to trace upon it (albeit lightly, or even only in memory) an alternative 
gesture. 

It is important to understand that the primacy of both Long's and the 
Situationist's use of maps belongs to the their performative aspects, that 
is to the way in which mapping directs and enacts a particular set of 
events, events that derive from a given milieu. But, of course, there are the 
recordings that come after the proceedings, and these are neither passive 
nor neutral in their effects either. In Long's A Seven Day Circle of Ground 
-Seven Days Walking Within an Imaginary Circle 5:1. Miles Wide (1984), 
for example, the extremely selective choice of place names (spaced loca
tionally) are brought into a unique associational relationship simply by 
the straightforward and laconic recording of the performance, recorded 
by the word 'tent' and the array of seven 'midday' points contained within 
a circular frame. The circle itself, like other lines and figures in Long's 
work, is not visible on the ground; it exercises its effect through its 
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(arbitrary) delineation on the map. Like a frame or graticule, the circle is 
an imaginary figure that holds otherwise inchoate things in a field of rela
tionship. This, in turn, points towards various alternative readings and 
actions that might then be exercised upon a particular landscape. 

These various practices of 'drift' use maps as instruments for establish
ing and aligning otherwise disparate, repressed or unavailable topogra
phies; they are 'set-ups' that both derive from and precipitate a series of 
interpretative and participatory acts. Their highly personal and construc
tive agency make them quite unlike the detached work of conventional 
map-makers. They are openly cognitive, mental maps, rendering new 
images of space and relationship. Moreover, the drift permits a critique of 
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contemporary circumstances, not from outside and above (as a master
plan) but from participation within the very contours and fabric of polit
ical and institutional reality. The field, the extracts and the plottings are 
played out not only upon the surface of the map but also upon the physi
cal terrain itself, leaving an entire corpus of interventions and effects 
behind. Thus, drift discloses hidden topographies within ruling, domi
nant structures in an attempt to re-territorialize seemingly repressed or 
spent groundY 

Layering 

A relatively new development in the design of large-scale urban and land
scape fabrics has been 'layering' . This involves the superimposition of 
various independent layers one upon the other to produce a heteroge
neous and 'thickened' surface. Architects Bernard Tschumi and Rem 
Koolhaas were amongst the first to develop layering strategies in design 
and planning in their respective proposals for the Parc de la Villette in 
Paris, 1983.38 Generally, these projects dismantle the programmatic and 
logistical aspects of the park into a series of layers, each of which is then 
considered independently from the other layers. There is an internal logic, 
content and system of organization to each layer, depending on its func
tion or intended purpose. The layers are not mappings of an existing site 
or context, but of the complexity of the intended programme for the site. 
In both analysing and synthesizing the enormously complex array of data 
and technical requirements surrounding the programme for the new park, 
these mappings also array an enabling geometry. When these separate 
layers are overlaid together, a stratified amalgam of relationships amongst 
parts appears. The resulting structure is a complex fabric, without centre, 
hierarchy or single organizing principle. The composite field is instead 
one of multiple parts and elements, cohesive at one layer but disjunct in 
relation to others. Such richness and complexity cannot be gained by the 
limited scope of the single master-plan or the zoning plan, both of which 
group, hierarchicalize and isolate their component parts. Unlike the clear 
order of the compositional plan, the layering of independently structured 
conditions leads to a mosaic-like field of multiple orders, not unlike the 
combination of different coloured paint delineations for the playing of 
games superimposed on a gymnasium floor. One layer becomes legible 
only through the lens of the game or rules of use that apply to it. But, 
of course, the possibility of 'hybrid' games becomes possible here 
too - not only may things occur simultaneously side-by-side, but they 
may also merge as a new event structure (as in many children's games 
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Rem KoolhaaslOffice for Metropolitan Architecture, Layer Diagrams for 
the Pare de la Villette, 1983. 

where throwing, hitting, passing and running are combined into a new 
system of play). 

The same effects of multipliciry, montage and hybridization are found 
in similar layering techniques used in some contemporary rock music 
genres. Several autonomous mixes may be simultaneously run together to 
develop a poly rhythmic and cross-cultural condition. The music escapes 
any single interpretation, as a range of cultural and genre sources come 
into radically new fields of combination. Caribbean rhythms are overlaid 
with country-and-western and techno-dance music, often producing a 
frenzied cacophony of associations and new possibilities. Significantly, 
though, this effect is performative not representational; it engenders new 
possibilities out of old, and does not simply array its extracts as a muted 
archaeology. 

Another way one can characterize the multiplying functions of layer
ing is in terms of indeterminacy. Unlike a traditional plan, the layered field 
remains open to any number of interpretations, uses and transformations 
in time. Just as upon the gymnasium floor, almost anything can happen; 
the layered structure provides little restraint or imposition. Unlike tradi
tional plans, maps share this open-ended characteristic. Maps are not pre
scriptive but infinitely promising. Thus, as constructed projects, mapping 
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strategies propose organizational field-systems that both instigate and 
sustain a range of activities and interpretations in time. 

Another architect who has worked with strata in the formation of pro
jects is Peter Eisenman. In his proposal for a new Art Museum at the 
California State University at Long Beach, California, developed in col
laboration with landscape architect Laurie Olin, a whole series of local 
maps are drawn upon and transformed into a new composite assembly.39 
In the resulting design, landscape and building are merged into one large 
fractured ground-plane, evoking both the excavations typical of archaeo
logical sites as well as the strata of historical and projective time that are 
often visible in maps but not on the ground. 

In documenting the site, the designers found a number of significant 
historic moments: the Gold Rush settlement of California in 1849, the 
creation of the campus in 1949 and the anticipated 'rediscovery' of the 
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Peter Eisenman with Laurie Olin, Sketch Site Plan, phase 4, University Art Museum 
of the State University at Long Beach California, 1986. 

museum in 2049, two hundred years after its initial marking. Seven key 
'figures' emerge from this: 'ranch', 'campus', 'fault-lines', 'land-division 
grids', 'river', 'channel' and 'coastline'. An archival search through hisror
ical maps enables these primary figures to be identified and drawn out as 
discrete shapes. Each figure is considered a separate layer, and can be 
either shrunk, enlarged or rotated according to the designer's syntactical 
code. 'Scaling', for instance, is a significant step in Eisenman's work.40 

This involves the displacement, reduction/enlargement and multiplica
tion of prominent textual figures (shape-forms derived from topographi
cal maps) so as to remove any fixed or stable reading. The trace of the 
faultlines, for instance, is not intended to represent or even invoke a geo
logical condition, but rather to produce a new, de-territorialized figure 
through extraction and scaling. In both defamiliarizing and systematiz
ing the landscape through such a series of mapping operations, Eisenman 
eliminates the traditionally assumed causal relationship between form 
and intention while also avoiding the limitations of purely autonomous, 
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self-referential procedures of composition. He argues that in manipulat
ing mappings of the site and its larger milieu, the project can 'evolve' a 
future form out of specific and unique local histories. 

In tracing out several iterations of the scaled overlays, Eisenman 
searches for new analogic relationships; for example, amongst the 
'ranch', the 'campus' and the 'faultline'. He finally settles on what he 
believes to be the most poignant composition of combination and rela
tionship. As he says, 'the overhipping registration of several maps ... are 
combined in such a way that none of the notations takes precedence over 
any other, and so as to textualize coincidental overlaps by subjective inter
pretation'.4' The composite quarry reveals certain relationships that were 
never visible, as if the ground itself were now a constructed map, or text, 
al beit infinitely interpretable. Constructed fragments of information 
become 'marks of intelligence, glimpses of the way the culture organized 
itself,' writes Eisenman, continuing: 'One recognizes in this project that 
architecture is about telling stories, and this stone text that is being writ
ten, this fiction, might tell a very different story about Long Beach than 
has ever been recorded before. '41 In other words, the way in which the nar
rative is assembled, the relating or registering of one thing to another, 
constructs a radically new fiction out of old facts. 

Whereas Koolhaas and Tschumi's strategic layers are drawn from and 
anticipate future programmes, Eisenman's layers are site and textual in 
origin. They are less intended to accommodate a variety of changing 
activities than they are to produce new formal arrangements. In both 
cases, however, the practice of superimposing otherwise independent 
layers of information is aimed towards the production of a constructed 
milieu that is heterogeneous and multiple in its effects. In other words, 
traditional notions of centring, bounding, imparting meaning and assert
ing finish or completion are here banished in favour of more plural, open
ended 'performances' of the project-in-time. In this context, mapping 
is no longer restricted to preliminary site surveys or data collection 
but rather extends generatively into the formation of the design itself, 
analytically transforming the originating referents into new figures and 
coordinates. 

Game-board 

A third thematic development of mapping in contemporary design prac
tice, and one related to the notions of performance mentioned above, has 
been the projection of 'game-board' map structures. These are conceived 
as shared working surfaces upon which various competing constituencies 
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are invited to meet to work out their differences. As a representation of 
contested territory, the map assumes an enabling or facilitating status for 
otherwise adversarial groups to try and find common ground while 'play
ing out' various scenarios. Ideas of drift and layering are developed here, 
as the former allows for personal engagement between mapper and con
stituents, while the latter permits the analytical separation of multiple 
issues and agendas. 

Raoul Bunschoten is a London-based architect who has engaged with a 
number of complex and contentious urban regions in Europe, and has 
developed a number of innovative mapping techniques for working with 
such sites.43 For Bunschoten, cities are dynamic and multiple; they com
prise a vast range of 'players' and 'agents' whose 'effects' flow through the 
system, continually reworking the variety of urban spaces in any given 
field. His approach is aimed first towards identifying and then redirecting 
the temporal play of these various forces . Consequently, urban design is 
practised less as spatial composition and more as orchestrating the condi
tions around which processes in the city may be brought into relationship 
and 'put into effect'. Bunschoten calls this 'stirring'. 

A key principle in Bunschoten's work is the idea of 'proto-urban condi
tions'. These are the range of potentially productive situations in a given 
milieu. But whereas the conventional planner's list of possibilities derive 
more from some overall governing authority, proto-urban conditions are 
'drawn out' from existing structures and potentials, and, thus, are already 
invested with local, emotive force. 'Proto-urban conditions are like emo
tions in human beings,' writes Bunschoten, 'subliminal conditions that 
strongly affect physical states and behavior. These conditions form a 
metaphoric space in the city, a space that is in need of appropriate forms 
of expression.'44In order to employ and operationalize these various con
ditions, they must first be made visible. Bunschoten accomplishes this by 
setting up a number of map-frames, within which certain processes or 
conditions are graphically identified. He is careful to link the various cul
tural aspirations of each group to a physical space or territory, distin
guishing amongst 'local authorities' who anchor conditions into specific 
institutions or places, 'actors' who participate with stated desires and 
'agents' who have the power and capacity to make things happen. Each 
frame permits the play of certain thematic conditions (preservation, ecol
ogy, economic development or cultural memory, for instance), whilst the 
composite overlay of all of the frames more accurately conveys the plural 
and interacting nature of the urban theatre. 

In Bunschoten's proposal for Bucharest, Romania, the city is clearly 
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Bucharest, Romania, 1996. 
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Raoul BunschoteniCHORA, Toponymy, 

Alexandrov, Russia, 1995. 


mapped into the larger context of the Black Sea basin with respect to the 
various social, political and physical changes that have affected the city's 
development. 'In this way, the Black Sea is a large-scale object that relates 
to cultural identification,' writes Bunschoten, 'bur, importantly, it is also 
virtually a "dead sea", a cause for international concern that engenders a 
kind of operational power and creates the possibility of linking global 
economy to urban planning propositions within the context of cultural 
and ecological planning.'45 In other words, through situating the city in its 
larger geographical and political-economic region - linking Bucharest 
with Russia, Central Asia, Western Europe and the Middle East -
Bunschoten develops a cartographic 'stage' upon which various interests 
and agents can be identified and brought together for mutual benefit. 

To clarify the process further, Bunschoten itemizes four fields: 
'toponymy' refers to the deployment of the colourful, cultural and ethnic 
diversity that characterizes Bucharest; 'basin' refers to the desire to regen
erate the various ecologies and historical sites of the river basin; 'flow' 
refers to both the regulatory mechanisms and the physical venues for mar
ket and economic exchange in the city; and 'incorporation' refers to the 
specific design of new institutions and small-scale self-organizational 
forms that permit public negotiation. When the layers are superimposed, 
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there are revealed a number of vertical correspondences, or 'stepping 
stones', that are conceived by Bunschoten to permit decisions and actions 
on one plane to have effects upon the others. He writes: 

The overall aim of the project is to provide a cultural planning concept that acts 
as a model for interested parties in Bucharest. It is a rule-based plan for develop
ing and advancing possible scenarios of urbanization, a type of game structure. 
The game suggests a mode of planning based on temporal structures that evolve 
independently and yet may intenwine with fruitful effects. This requires players, 
acting both in the city and at a distance. Both model and game are based on an 
understanding of as many different proto-urban conditions as possible.o\6 

The graphic map provides the game-board for playing out a range of 
urban futures. Identified players and actors are brought together to try to 
work our complex urban issues within an open-ended generative struc
ture. Diverse forms of negotiation are promoted as the survival strategies 
of each player unfold and become interwoven with others in reaction to 
changing interests and situations. Thus the maps themselves are evolving 
structures, drawn and redrawn by the urban planner so as to permit the 
game to continue while also generating the necessary conditions for the 
emergence of an enterprising urbanity. 

This tactical kind of mapping is not to be confused with the simple 
inventory and empirical presentation of resources. First, its data is not 
indiscriminately derived from the usual statistical and quantifiable 
sources and represented in the form of tracings; rather, data is knowingly 
selected and arrayed according to local knowledge of and direct partici
pation within the field itself. These maps are informed by a kind of street
level ethnography that is often highly personalized and peculiar to places 
and individuals. In this way, the field-worker/mapper gains a remarkably 
detailed and socially colourful sense of local dynamics and desires. 47 

Moreover, game-board mapping is more purposefully active and rhetori
cal than the passivity and neutrality assumed by a GIS engineer. The 
game-board mapper exercises shrewd judgement in designing the map 
structure, incorporating and engaging the various imaginations of all the 
relevant parties. In devising the map (constructing field frames, naming, 
indexing, graphic iconography and so on), the designer 'sets up' the 
game-board in a very specific way, not in order to predetermine or prefig
ure the outcome but rather to instigate, support and enable social forms 
of interaction, affiliation and negotiation. And in this sense, one can see 
the similarity of Bunschoten's approach to the revitalization of urban 
fields to that of the Situationists. In neither case is it believed that a single 
authority, or a single directive, can ever really produce a rich form of 
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urbanism. It is recognized instead that multiple processes of urbanization 
must be engaged and artfully, yet indeterminately, choreographed in rela
tion to evolving and open-ended spatial formations. 

Rhizome 

Open-ended and indeterminate characteristics can be likened to the 
process-form of the rhizome. 'Unlike trees or their roots,' write Deleuze 
and Guattari, 'the rhizome connects any point to any other point ... It has 
neither beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it 
grows and overspills, [constituting] linear mulitiplicities.'48 In contrast to 
centric or tree-like, hierarchical systems, the rhizome is acentred, non
hierarchical and continually expanding across multiplicitous terrains. 
'Rats are rhizomes. Burrows too, in all of their functions of shelter, supply, 
movement, evasion, and breakout.'49 

As mentioned earlier in this essay, Deleuze and Guattari draw an 
important distinction between 'maps' and 'tracings', describing the 
former as open, connectable, 'experimentations with the real', and the 
latter as repetitive redundancies that 'always come back to "the same"'. 
Hence, tracings belong to hierarchical systems of order that ultimately 
limit any hope of innovation - 'all of tree logic is a logic of tracing and 
reproduction'.so By contrast, the infinitely open, rhizomatic nature of 
mapping affords many diverse entryways, exits and 'lines of flight', each 
of which allows for a plurality of readings, uses and effects. 

The significance of the rhizome for mapping is encapsulated in 
Deleuze and Guattari's belief that 'the book' (and we might equally say 
the map, the city or the landscape) 'has no object. As an assemblage [it] 
has only itself, in connection with other assemblages and in relation to 
other bodies without organs.' Thus, they conclude: 

We will never ask what a book means, as signifier or signified; we will not look for 
anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with, in connection 
with what other things it does or does not transmit intensities, in which other 
multiplicities its own are inserted and metamorphosed, and with what other 
bodies it makes its own converge)' 

This viewpoint privileges actions and effects over representation and 
meaning; the concern is for how things work and what they do. Moreover, 
there is an explicit interest here for new kinds of affiliative relationship 
and interconnection. The argument emphasizes probing practices of 
interpretation that extend previous products of culture (maps and land
scapes, for instance) towards more diverse and interconnected fields of 
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possibility, their 'becoming' bodied-forth through various acts of map
ping and relating. 

One especially important principle with regard to mapping as a rhi
zomatic (burrowing and extending) activity is what Deleuze and Guattari 
refer to as the 'plane of consistency'. While this assumes a rich and 
complex array of meanings for the authors, I shall summarize plane of 
consistency here as a surface that is both inclusive (even of things that 
may not normally fit or 'belong' to any given scheme, including arbitrary 
'debris') and structuring of new and open-ended series of relationships. 
Obviously, if such a surface is both inclusive and structuring, the tech
niques and modes of representation must be both multiple and flexible. 
Several different graphic and notational systems have to come into play 
so that diverse and even 'unmappable' aspects of a milieu are revealed. All 
of this must be brought to bear on one plane, one fully inclusive, non
differentiated surface (as many architects are fond of saying, if one cannot 
c;ee it all right in front of one's eyes, as a visual synthesis, then one cannot 
properly formulate a proposition). The devised systems of collection and 
array cannot be closed; they must remain open, fostering endless chains of 
possibility and insight. Rather than limiting reality, the rhizomatic map 
opens reality up to a host of new and alternative possibilities. The process 
is not unlike working with bits of arbitrarily found matter upon a dissect
ing table - a mode of work integral to collage, and with all the similar 
experiences of discovery, revelation and pleasure. Unlike collage, how
ever, which functions mostly connotatively (by suggestion), mapping 
typically systematizes its material into more analytical and denotative 
schemas. Where mappings may become more inclusive and suggestive, 
then, is less through collage, which works with fragments, and more 
through a form of systematic montage, where multiple and independent 
layers are incorporated as a synthetic composite. 

A useful example of multiple and inclusive synthesis of complex infor
mation is the French engineer Charles Joseph Minard's narrative map of 
the fate of Napoleon's army in Russia during the winter of 1812.-1 3)2 
Moving from the left on the Polish-Russian border, the thick band shows 
the size of the army (42.2.,000 men) in June 1812.. Its width diminishes 
as the size of the army is reduced through casualties. When the army 
reaches Moscow (to the east/right) in September there are only 100,000 

men who must begin their retreat west through the winter months. The 
retreat line is in solid tone and can be read in conjunction with location 
and temperature readings. The army returned to Poland with a mere 
10,000 survivors. Minard's graphic describes a complex and tragic human 
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story in an enlightening and eloquent way. But more than telling a story, 
the map conditions how places on the land have come to exist in new 
relationships precisely through the vector of an event. 

Minard's map very elegantly synthesizes a complex amalgam of facts 
and interrelationships (the size of the army, the locations and times of 
battle, vectors of movement, topography, place names, weather and tem
perature, and the passage of time). These events in time assume particular 
geometrical shape-forms, vectors, densities and patterns of effect. It is no 
small feat to encode graphically complex and multivariate temporal 
events in direct relationship to geography, but even more impressive is 
how the mapping visually layers and embeds the network relationships 
amongst all of the variables. If the chart were to be animated in a com
puter program, its shape-forms would change significantly if anyone of 
the many variables were altered. Thus the map depicts a systemic field of 
interrelationships; it is dynamic performance of interacting parts, map
ping 'shaping forces' as much as spatial terrain. 53 This is akin to what the 
Dutch urbanist Winy Maas calls a 'datascape', that is a spatial visualiza
tion of otherwise invisible flows and forces that exercise enormous effects 
across terrain)4 

At the same time, however, Minard's datascape is far from the rhi
zomatic plane of consistency outlined above because it is a closed system. 
It only depicts the facts that are relevant to its narrative theme, and it must 
therefore be read in a linear way. There is a clear intention of thematic 
communication in this map, together with a sequential, narrational 
reading, common to itinerary maps. The map offers clues for rhizomatic 
mappings because of its overlay and structural incorporation of different 
space-time systems of analysis, but at the same time it is not at all rhi
zomatic because of its focused content and single, linear reading. A more 
rhizomatic map would be much more multi-variate and open. Indeed, 
such a map might not 'represent' anyone thing at all; rather, it might 
simply array a complex combination of things that provides a framework 
for many different uses, readings, projections and effects, rather like a 
thesaurus, without beginning, end, limit or single meaning. 

Of course, regular Ordnance Survey and United States Geological 
Survey maps are 'open' in the sense described above. They contain many 
different layers of information, with multiple entryways, diverse uses and 
applications, infinite routes and networks, and potentially endless 
surfaces of engagement. Richard Long's drifts might be considered 
rhizomatic exploitations of these 'neutral' planes. What these maps do 
not show, however, are time structures -local stories, histories, events and 
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issues on the one hand, and local processes such as capital flows or sea
sonal hydrological patterns on the other. In some of my own mappings of 
the larger, working American landscape, I have purposefully used and 
subverted the conventions of USGS maps, and incorporated into them 
other systems of notation that are intended to 'open' and further 'extend' 
the field)5 In Pivot Irrigators I, for instance, the USGS map is cut as a 
circle without scale, place names or geographical coordinates visible; the 
cropping and reframing effectively de-territorializes the map and its refer
ent (illus. 12). Incorporated into this frame are other fragments of images 
such as underground aquifer maps - which are allied with the irrigation 
landscapes of the West - and infra-red satellite photographs which cap
ture the circular forms of different fields as temperature traces (the more 
recently irrigated fields coolest and therefore lightest). Satellites too use 
these temperature 'fixes' to register their own location in space, and thus 
another circular construction is drawn to invoke both the planetary 
geometry of fixing location as well as the engineered geometry of the 
pivot-irrigator field. Similarly, in Windmill Topography, the de-territori
alized map is framed as an egg-like ellipse (the shape of both a turbine 
gear and a wind-shadow) and combined with a topographical section 
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James Corner, Pillot Irrigators 1,1994. 

James Corner, Windmill Topography (Los Angeles, CAl, 1994. 
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that depicts the mountain range, air temperature, air-pressure and wind 
velocity charts. Together, the composite parts of the map construct an 
ideographic, synaesthetic image of the vast windmill territories east of 
Los Angeles while also arraying the various shaping forces and conditions 
that undergird the genesis of this still evolving landscape. There are simi
lar mappings in this project: the poly-oriented and calendrical maps of 
the Hopi, the multi-scaled maps of the Very Large Array radio telescope 
installation in New Mexico, or the various 'field plots' of contour farm
ing in the mid-west or dry-strip farming across the northern plains. In 
each, the codes and conventions of the USGS maps (frame, scale, orienta
tion, colour-separation, numerical coordinates, grid measures and 
indexes) are co-opted, enhanced and subverted. There is an attempt to 
represent and describe certain geographical conditions and processes of 
landscape formation whilst also to suggest new foundations for future 
work. In a sense, these mappings construct 'planes of consistency' that 
present analytical information while also allowing for suggestive read
ings/projections. They 'draw out' of common maps and landscapes 
certain figural and processual relationships that might occasion new 
landscapes. Admittedly, these mappings are not as open or rhizomatic as 
they might be, owing to their thematic focus, but their inclusion and 
incorporation (synthesis) of diverse kinds of information and possibility, 
as well as their utilization and subversion of dominant conventions, illus
trates two important ways in which mapping might move towards more 
polymorphous and creative ends. They are also suggestive of how tempo
ral, systemic, performance networks can be rendered distinct from tradi
tional cartographic concerns with static space. 

Performance networks are multiple systems of interconnection which 
liberate elements while also fostering non-hierarchical communication 
and relationship amongst otherwise disparate parts. 'To network' means 
to work one's way into a field of opportunity, mapping the various players 
and sites whilst remaining an active a player in the field. Cities and land
scapes are becoming increasingly dependent upon network spaces and 
processes; as Paul Virilio puts it: 

The essence of what we insist on calling urbanism is composed/decomposed by 
these transfer, transit, and transmission systems, these transport and trans
migration networks whose immaterial configuration reiterates the cadastral 
organization and the building of monuments.s6 

In other words, the experience of spatial life today is as much immaterial 
as it is physical, as much bound into time and relational connections as 
it is to traditional notions of enclosure and 'place.' By extension, the 
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principle of rhizomatic planes of consistency - together with the above
mentioned and closely allied themes of drift, derive, layering, scaling, 
milieu and game-board structures - provides a useful model for mapping 
as a creative form of spatio-temporal practice in urban planning and 
design. In this way, we move away from urbanistic projects as author
itative master-plans, concerned solely with the composition and order of 
static parts, toward practices of self-reflexive organization. Mapping as 
an extensive and rhizomatic set of field operations precipitates, unfolds 
and supports hidden conditions, desires and possibilities nested within a 
milieu. Here, the concern becomes less about the design of form and 
space per se, and more about engaging, accelerating and networking 
interactions amongst forces in time. Instead of designing relatively closed 
systems of order, rhizomatic mappings provide an infinite series of con
nections, switches, relays and circuits for activating matter and informa
tion. Hence mapping, as an open and inclusive process of disclosure and 
enablement, comes to replace the reduction of pLanning. 

CONCLUSION 

'All perceiving is also thinking, all reasoning is also intuition, all observa
tion is also invention,' wrote Rudolf ArnheimY Moreover, these activi
ties are not without effect; they have great force in shaping the world. It is 
in this inter-subjective and active sense that mappings are not transparent, 
neutral or passive devices of spatial measurement and description. They 
are instead extremely opaque, imaginative, operational instruments. 
Although drawn from measured observations in the world, mappings are 
neither depictions nor representations but mental constructs, ideas that 
enable and effect change. In describing and visualizing otherwise hidden 
facts, maps set the stage for future work. Mapping is always already a 
project in the making. 

If maps are essentially subjective, interpretative and fictional con
structs of facts, constructs that influence decisions, actions and cultural 
values generally, then why not embrace the profound efficacy of mapping 
in exploring and shaping new realities? Why not embrace the fact that the 
potentially infinite capacity of mapping to find and found new conditions 
might enable more socially engaging modes of exchange within larger 
miLieux? The notion that mapping should be restricted to empirical data
sorting and array diminishes the profound social and orienting sway of 
the cartographic enterprise. And yet the power of 'objective analysis' in 
building consensus and representing collective responsibility is not some
thing to be abandoned for a free-form 'subjectivity'; this would be both 
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na"ive and ineffective. The power of maps resides in their facticity. The 
analytical measure of factual objectivity (and the credibility that it brings 
to collective discourse) is a characteristic of mapping that ought to be 
embraced, co-opted and used as the means by which critical projects can 
be realized)8 After all, it is the apparent rigour of objective analysis and 
logical argument that possesses the greatest efficacy in a pluralistic, 
democratic society. Analytical research through mapping enables the 
designer to construct an argument, to embed it within the dominant prac
tices of a rational culture, and ultimately to turn those practices towards 
more productive and collective ends. In this sense, mapping is not the in
discriminate, blinkered accumulation and endless array of data, but rather 
an extremely shrewd and tactical enterprise, a practice of relational rea
soning that intelligently unfolds new realities out of existing constraints, 
quantities, facts and conditions)9 The artistry lies in the use of the tech
nique, in the way in which things are framed and set up. Through refor
mulating things differently, novel and inventive possibilities emerge. Thus 
mapping innovates; it derives neither from logical possibility (projection) 
nor necessity (utility) but from logical force. The agency of mapping lies 
in its cunning exposure and engendering of new sets of possibility.60 

This discussion of mapping also implies a parallel with contemporary 
practices in urban design and planning. The bureaucratic regime of city 
and landscape planning, with its traditional focus on objects and func
tions, has failed to embrace the full complexity and fluidity of urbanism, 
and of culture generally. This failing results in large measure from the 
inadequacy of techniques and instruments to imaginatively incorporate 
the rich interplay of processes that shape the world. In asserting authority 
and closure, current techniques have also failed to embrace the contin
gency, improvisation, error and uncertainty that inevitably circulate in 
urbanism. Given the complex nature of late capitalist culture, together 
with the increased array of competing interest groups and forces, it is 
becoming ever more difficult for urban designers and planners to playa 
role in the development of cities and regions beyond scenographic or envi
ronmental amelioration. There is a kind of inertia and levelling of possi
bilities as it becomes politically impossible in a mass democracy to do 
anything out of the ordinary. While there is no shortage of theories and 
ideas for addressing this condition more critically, there has been very lit
tle development of new operational techniques for actualizing them. In 
other words, the difficulty today is less a crisis of what to do than of how 
to do anything at all. It is precisely at the strategic and rhetorical level of 
operation, then, that mappings hold great value. 
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Instances of drift, strata, game-board and rhizome represent only a 
handful of techniques that mapping practices might assume if they are 
to play more creative roles in design and planning, and in culture more 
generally. These techniques presuppose any number of variations and 
enhancements as issues of framing, scaling, orientation, projection, 
indexing and coding become more flexible and open-ended, especially in 
the context of powerful new digital and animation media. As we are freed 
from the old limits of frame and boundary - preconditions for the survey 
and 'colonization' of wilderness areas - the role of mapping will become 
less one of tracing and re-tracing already known worlds, and more one of 
inaugurating new worlds out of old. Instead of mapping as a means of 
appropriation, we might begin to see it as a means of emancipation and 
enablement, liberating phenomena and potential from the encasements 
of convention and habit. What remains unseen and unrealized across 
seemingly exhausted grounds becomes actualized anew with the liberating 
efficacy of creatively aligned cartographic procedures. Mapping may thus 
retain its original entrepreneurial and exploratory character, actualizing 
within its virtual spaces new territories and prospects out of pervasive yet 
dormant conditions. 
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